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Highlights: 

- Surface functionalization of FAU via APTES or TESPA allowed to graft either amine or 

carboxylate groups, to mediate their covalent incorporation into a gelatin hydrogel.  

- Thermal properties of the resulting composites were substantially improved compared 

with non-crosslinked conditions. 

- The FAU/gelatin composites were found biocompatible with respect to macrophage-

derived THP-1 cells. 

  

Abstract  

Zeolites have been used for decades in industry owing their large surface area, high stability 

and well-defined crystalline structure. Therefore, numerous synthesis routes have been 

developed to tune the morphology and the physical chemical properties of the final zeolite. In 

particular in the biomedical field, zeolites were used as drug carriers, and even as transporters 

to penetrate directly into the cells. The aim of this study was to develop zeolite-based 

composites which involved a gelatin matrix covalently bonded to zeolites. Nanosized faujasites 

(FAU) were synthesized leading to a colloidal suspension prior to mixing with gelatin solutions 

at different FAU-to-gelatin weight percentages. FAU morphologies and size distribution were 

investigated by SEM and DLS focusing on the aggregation propensity in response to different 

pH and ionic strength. Zeolite surfaces were then functionalized to graft either amine, or 

carboxylic groups, using the well-known 3-(aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) for amine, and 

5-(triethoxysilyl)pentanoic acid (TESPA) for carboxylic groups for the first time. According to 

these strategies, zeolites were covalently linked to gelatin chains via EDC/NHS coupling widely 

used in biology. The successful surface functionalization was assessed by ATR-FTIR, XPS, and 

zeta potential measurements. The resulting composites were found stable under physiological 

temperature compared to gelatin alone, as confirmed by DSC analysis. Lastly, in order to get a 

first glimpse of the potential use of these composites in biology, gels were incubated in culture 

media prior to be poured onto macrophage-derived THP-1 cells, showing good viability. FAU 

zeolite crystals could therefore be used as fillers to improve thermal properties of gelatin 

hydrogels, using a novel surface functionalization strategy, being thus promising candidates as 

scaffolds for tissue engineering, or even wound dressing. 



1. Introduction 

The development of composite materials has attracted much attention in the last decades, 

which results from the combination of two components, typically a polymer, with nano/micro 

particles, in order to leverage their properties synergistically. For instance, advanced 

thermoplastic composites based on polyamides have been used for aerospace applications for 

more than 50 years1. Several aspects of the resulting composites can be controlled which 

encompasses mechanical, thermal, optical, or electrical properties. More recently, carbon 

nanonotubes have attracted much attention when combined with polymers, yielding to light 

and cheap materials with enhanced electrical conductivity2. In biology, most composites are 

implemented as scaffold for tissue engineering applications. Usually the particles are intended 

to improve the mechanical properties of the polymer matrixes which are poorly stable under 

shearing, or load bearing conditions3, or as drug delivery systems. Composites are widespread 

in nature and in living organisms gathering seashells or bones, which are composed of 

inorganic crystals surrounded by a collagenous matrix. Such anisotropic systems are highly 

complex exhibiting structural features at various length scales, and artificial reproduction of 

such systems remains largely iterative rather than rationalized4. Nevertheless, several efforts 

have been made in that purpose, seeking for an efficient selection of the polymer matrix, along 

with the dispersed particles with satisfying complementarity. 

A promising candidate for biological applications is gelatin which derives from either alkaline, 

of acid hydrolysis of collagen, being itself, a component of several tissues including cartilage or 

skin. Gelatin is cell adherent, no cytotoxic, and biodegradable owing to its specific amino acid 

sequences. Moreover, gelatin can spontaneously form a gel, due to a coil-to-helix transition, at 

temperatures near 30 °C, which is however limiting for in vivo applications. Besides, the 

mechanical properties of such hydrogels are also quite poor, due to the high hydration degree, 

and the weak bonds stabilizing the triple helix assembly. Chemical crosslinking can in part 

circumvent these issues using glutaraldehyde, transglutaminase, or genipin among others5.  

Clays have been widely used as fillers in composites due to their high aspect ratio, which can 

serve as crosslink points for hydrogels6,7, thus reinforcing the mechanical properties of the 

materials. Another example is iron oxide nanoparticles, allowing to design drug delivery 

systems controlled by an external magnetic field8. Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates 

gathering more than 250 identified structures, with five of them being key players in the 

industry gathering sorption, laundry, catalysis, up to the lenses of the Range Rover robot9 on 

March. Zeolites are obtained from the self-assembly of aluminate and silicate precursors 

around a structure directing agent (SDA) driving the formation of cavities, channels and cages 

with regular dimensions. The rationalization of their synthesis allows to precisely control their 

pore dimension from micropores (< 2 nm) to mesopores (2 – 50 nm) which was performed by 

introducing for instance hard templates during the synthesis10. 

The size of the crystals can be tuned by proper selection of the synthesis route, whereby the 

balance between crystal nucleation and growth rate can be modulated by temperature or 

alkalinity11. Moreover, Awala et al.12 successfully produced nanosized zeolites with sodium ion 

acting as SDA, which is of prime interest for biological applications, since sodium ions are 

abundant and non-toxic unlike quaternary ammonium usually used as SDA. The high porosity 

and related surface area of zeolites can be leveraged to load ions or molecules targeting 

specific biological applications. Likewise, sustained drug delivery was achieved for cancer 

treatment and imaging13, modulation of pre-osteoblastic cells fate14, or to introduce 

antimicrobial features15. Moreover, nanosized zeolites are subject to endocytosis, for instance 

to deliver 5-fluorouracil into breast cancer cells16, and nitric oxide inhibitor into THP-1 cells17. 



Considering the significant payload that can be introduced into zeolites, along with their 

apparent biocompatibility, their introduction in composite systems could reinforce the gel 

strength and thermal stability depending on the zeolite / polymer matrix interactions, thus 

playing the role of inorganic filler, and as a drug delivery system simultaneously.  

To date, only few studies combined zeolites with polymer matrixes, and zeolites were 

dispersed into a crosslinked polymer without directly interacting with the polymer chains. For 

instance, Mittal et al.18 developed a hydrogel made from karaya gum crosslinked via adding N-

isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) to react with acrily acid, into which FAU crystals were dispersed 

throughout, and other systems including polysaccharides or proteins were designed following 

the same approach19. 

Herein, FAU crystals will be synthesized to be dispersed into a gelatin matrix, to produce 

biocompatible composites. The main goal will be to incorporate covalently FAU into a 

biocompatible hydrogel, in order to improve the thermal properties of gelatin. FAU exhibits a 

low silicon-to-aluminum ratio (SAR) and adapted channel and super cage sizes (1.3 nm), 

allowing for the storage of active compounds, it is biocompatible, and colloidal suspensions 

can be obtained according to the synthesis route, using non-toxic sodium ion as SDA13.  Direct 

covalent bridging between gelatin and FAU zeolite will be achieved after surface modification 

of zeolites for the first time, and thoroughly characterized. Two surface groups will be grafted 

namely amines, and carboxylates to investigate a larger panel of choices to produce the 

composites.  On one hand, amine groups will be grafted onto the external surface of FAU (NH2-

FAU) by reacting silanol groups with common (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES). On the 

other hand, carboxylate groups will be incorporated via functionalization with 5-

(triethoxysilyl)pentanoic acid (TESPA), leading to COOH-FAU, which to the best of our 

knowledge, was not reported yet. The covalent linkages with gelatin will eventually be 

achieved via the classical N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) / N-

hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium (NHS) coupling, widely used in biology. EDC/NHS treatment 

promotes the reaction between carboxylic acids and amines, since both groups are found in 

gelatin, one can expect that the FAU-gelatin linkages will be built at different location of the 

protein depending whether COOH-FAU, or NH2-FAU will be used. Finally, cytotoxicity assays 

will be performed to probe their influence on the viability of macrophage-derived THP-1 cells. 

  

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Nanosized zeolite synthesis and functionalization 

Faujasite type zeolites were synthesized using the method already described by Awala et al.12 

Briefly, polypropylene (PP) bottles were washed with ultrapure water. The final solution was 

prepared at molar ratio of 9 Na2O : 0.7 Al2O3 : 10 SiO2 : 160 H2O. A first solution (1) was 

prepared by incorporating 0.649 g of sodium aluminate (Sigma, CAS: 11138-49-1) into 4 mL of  

ultrapure water, followed by 0.5 g of NaOH. Solution (2) was also prepared in PP bottles, 

adding 11.32 g sodium silicate (Sigma, CAS: 6834-92-0) in 3.4 mL of ultrapure water with 1.25 g 

NaOH. Solutions were stirred with a magnet bar until transparent solution was obtained. 

Solution (2) was placed in an ice bath and stirred vigorously until the solution became viscous, 

then solution (1) was poured dropwise into (2. The subsequent aging phase was conducted at 

25°C for 24 h, under stirring at 350 rpm. Finally, the hydrothermal crystallization phase was 

carried out at 50°C for 45 h in an oven. 



At the end of the reaction, the solutions containing the zeolites produced were analyzed by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS), before washing in order to diminish both pH and ionic strength. 

Washing steps consisted in centrifugation of zeolite containing solution at 10 000 rpm for 5 

min, the supernatant was then removed and replaced with fresh phosphate buffer saline 

(PBS).  Up to 10 washing steps were performed. Finally, zeolites were recovered and left to dry 

at room temperature. 

Surface functionalization of zeolites was carried out using two functionalizing agents: (3-

aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES, Merck, CAS: 919-30-2) to yield amine-grafted faujasites 

(FAU-NH2)  and 5-(triethoxysilyl)pentanoic acid (TESPA, Merck, CAS: 1137665-94-1), to graft 

carboxylic groups onto the zeolite surface (FAU-COOH). FAU-NH2 were prepared by adding 2.5 

g of neat zeolites (FAU) suspended in 50 mL ethanol, then, 5 mL or 10 mL APTES was added 

yielding to a 10 % or 20 % APTES solution. The mixture was heated for 24 h at 80°C under 

stirring at 300 rpm in a flask under reflux.  

For the synthesis FAU-COOH, the same set-up was used: 2 g of FAU were dispersed in a 

solution containing 9 mL of pure ethanol was mixed with 1 mL TESPA which was dissolved 

beforehand, in order to work under anhydrous conditions. The solution was heated up at 80°C 

for 24 h. The zeolites were collected by centrifugation and washed with ultrapure water 3 

times, then neutralized by further washing cycles with PBS 10x (Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffer 

Saline, Corning) until reaching a pH 7. Zeolites were then dried at room temperature.  

2.1.2. Composite preparation  

Composites were prepared in solutions containing 15 wt.% type A gelatin from porcine skin 

(Sigma, gel strength 300, CAS: 9000-70-8), and 15 wt.% of either FAU, FAU-NH2, FAU-COOH in 

ultrapure water. Gelatin solutions were prepared at 28 wt.% in PBS at 60°C. In 2 mL 

Eppendorfs, 0.2 g of zeolites were deposited, before adding either 0.23 mL of 2-(N-

morpholino)ethanosulfonic acid buffer (MES), or MES buffer with N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-

N′-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) (Merck, CAS: 1892-57-5)/ N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium (NHS) 

(Merck, CAS: 106627-54-7). The resulting mixture was homogenized for 30 min in an ultrasonic 

bath, then heated at 60°C before mixing with supercooled gelatin at 4 °C. For a 1.33 g 

hydrogel, the composition consists in 0.2 g gelatin, 0.7 g PBS, 0.2 g zeolites, and 0.23 g buffer 

with the corresponding crosslinking. The mixtures are left for aging at 60°C for 4h for 

amidation reaction to take place, before being left at room temperature for gelation.  

The crosslinking solutions based on the EDC/NHS combination were prepared in 10 mL of MES 

buffer, by adding 1 mL (EDC), and 0.434 g NHS, under gentle stirring for 15 min, then poured in 

contact with FAU-COOH or FAU-NH2, for 30 min under gentle stirring in a 1:1 ratio. 

2.2. Instrumental measurements 

2.2.1. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum 

(UHV) spectrometer equipped with a VSW SCIENTIFIC hemispherical electron analyser.  The Al 

Kα h=1486.6 eV dual anode X-ray source was used as incident radiation. The constant pass 

energy mode was used to record both survey and high-resolution spectra, with pass energies 

90 and 22 eV respectively. 

2.2.3. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)  



Zeolite particle size was determined using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano DLS instrument. This 

analysis was carried out using zeolite suspension in ultrapure water, then in water with PBS 

10x at variable concentration to pH 7. The incident beam wavelength is 633 nm.   

2.2.4. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analysis 

X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer equipped 

with a Ni detector side filtered Cu Kα radiation (1.5406 Å) over a 2θ range of 5-55 degrees. The 

analysis of crystal structure has been conducted by choosing a step of 0.02° and an acquisition 

time of 0.5 s to get the detailed peak analysis of powder zeolite samples.  

2.2.5. N2 sorption analysis (BET) 

The textural properties involving the BET surface area (SBET) were evaluated from classical 

nitrogen physical adsorption–desorption isotherms measured at 77 K by means of ASAP2020M 

equipment (Micromeritics). Prior to analysis, the zeolite samples (100 mg) were outgassed at 

150°C for 7 h to remove water molecules or impurities present in the pores.  

2.2.6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM images were obtained with a Zeiss GeminiSEM 500 microscope with a FEG Schottky 

source and an Everhart–Thornley detector. The microscope has been operated at different 

electron high tension (EHT) voltages ranging from 2 to 6 kV. Prior to observation, the zeolite 

surface has been coated with gold for 120 s at 20 mA by using a Quarum QT1307—039 

instrument. 

2.2.7. Zeta potential analysis  

The zeta potential was obtained by measuring electrophoretic mobility, then using the 

Smoluchowski equation.  

2.2.8. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 

Spectra were obtained using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iN10 MX instrument, the blank was 

atmospherically corrected, and a check was made with non-functionalized zeolites to identify 

peaks resulting from surface functionalization steps. The resolution chosen for spectra 

acquisition was 2 cm-1. Zeolite samples were desiccated prior to FTIR.  

2.2.9. Thermal stability test  

Gels were poured at over 60°C into 24-well plate wells to obtain a flat surface, then left to gel 

overnight at room temperature. The gels obtained are placed in an oven at 37°C, and turned 

upside down at different times. If the gels did not flow under gravity, they were considered 

stable, and subsequently incubated in culture medium (RPMI, ATCC) also at 37°C, to determine 

their stability using the same methodology. 

2.2.10. Differential scanning calorimetry 

DSC thermograms were acquired with a DSC 92 instrument (SETARAM) apparatus. Composites 

were weighted before each analysis, and placed into a closed 120  L aluminum crucible. Each 

scan was conducted from 25 to 45 °C in order to visualize the effect of each treatment on the 

gel-sol transition of gelatin. Heating rate was fixed at 2 °C.min-1. 

2.3. Investigation of biological properties of composites 

 

Cell culture and viability assessment 



THP-1 human monocytic cells (TIB-202, ATCC) were grown in 75 T-flasks containing RPMI-1640 

(ATCC) media supplemented with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum (ATCC) and 1% v/v 

penicillin/streptomycin, placed in an incubator (37 °C, 5 %, CO2). Before seeding, culture media 

were changed every 3-4 days. At passage number 15, cells were seeded at a density of 500 000 

cells per mL at the bottom of 48 well plates with 500 µL of the fresh medium with Phorbol 12-

myristate 13-acetate (PMA) at 50  M (Sigma, CAS: 16561-29-8) to differentiate THP-1 into 

macrophages for 7 days. In triplicate, 150 mg of EDC/NHS-cross-linked hydrogel of gelatin 

(FAU), gelatin with FAU-NH2, and gelatin with FAU-COOH were immersed in 500 µL of fresh 

medium for a few seconds on day 1, then 24 h on day 2, and so on until day 6 to evaluate the 

influence of by-products released from the composites, after functionalization and crosslinking 

steps. The collected medium (500  L / well) and fresh medium solely for the control conditions 

(500 µL / well) were poured on the macrophages for 24 h before performing an Alamar blue® 

(BUF012B, Bio-rad) test. The viability of the cells following the instructions was provided by the 

manufacturer. Briefly, culture media were removed and replaced with a mixture of fresh 

culture media supplemented with the 10% v/v Alamar blue® reagent, and incubated for 3 

hours in the dark. Afterwards, 100 μL were pipetted in each well and transferred into a 96 

well-plate prior to measurements at 570 and 600 nm using a microplate reader (Synergy 2, 

Biotek Instruments, Inc.). The reduction percentage of Alamar blue® was calculated from the 

absorbance values at 570 and 600 nm using the following equation:  

Percentage reduction of Alamar blue: = ((O2·A1) − (O1·A2))/((R1·N2) − (R2·N1))                   (1) 

where O1 = 80 586 and O2 = 117 216 are the molar extinction coefficients of oxidized Alamar 

blue at 570 and 600 nm, respectively (values provided by the manufacturer); R1 = 155 617 and 

R2 = 14 652 are the molar extinction coefficients of reduced Alamar blue also at 570 and 600 

nm. A1 and A2 are the absorbance values of the samples at 570 and 600 nm, while N1 and N2 

are the absorbance values of negative controls (i.e. media with Alamar blue without cells). The 

test was carried out from day 1 to day 6. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of composites 

FAU zeolites have been synthesized using sodium ion as a template following the methodology 

described by Awala et al.12 The main advantage of this route being the absence of potentially 

harmful organic structure directing agent (SDA), but also the nanosize of the resulting crystals. 

The sole presence of the FAU structure could be confirmed from the XRD pattern (Figure 1a) as 

attested by the position of the Bragg’s peaks20, along with some amorphous materials 

detected by the hump in the baseline21. This uncomplete crystallization can be explained by 

the short hydrothermal treatment (45 h), but neither phase impurity (such as LTA or EMT), nor 

mixture of phases could be evidenced22. The resulting crystals exhibited the classical 

octahedral morphology of FAU (Figure 1b and Figure S4) with typical size in the range of 

roughly 90-100 nm. Despite the nanosized dimension of individual crystals, aggregation 

occurred rapidly after synthesis. DLS measurements were performed in order to determine the 

diameter of FAU aggregates (Figure 1c), leading to particle of 5-10  m in diameter directly 

after synthesis. Such phenomena can arise from the high concentration of alkaline metal ions 

used during synthesis. As described in classical colloid theory, their stability is tightly related to 

the ionic strength, whereby repulsive effects due to electrostatic forces and osmotic pressure 

are favored under low salt concentration23. Moreover, the initial formation and dispersion of 

zeolite precursors is important, as it controls their crystallization kinetics ultimately leading to 



larger crystals. Although related to ion mobility, the molar conductivity can reflect the ionic 

strength of a given solution24. Likewise, in this study, sodium and hydroxide ions are the most 

abundant as attested by the pH   13 (Figure S1). Hence, in order to get closer from the 

physiological conditions, several rinsing steps in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) were performed 

to decrease the pH value, and the ionic strength simultaneously. It can be observed in Figure 

1c that the first rinsing step affected only slightly the size distribution, despite appearance of 

particles of 270 nm. The ionic conductivity was almost divided by two after the first rinsing 

step (from 34 000 to 18662  s) (Figure 1d). Measuring the ionic conductivity can be relevant to 

assess colloidal stability of nanosized zeolites or their potential dissolution as highlighted by 

Gözcü et al.25 After the fifth rinsing, the size of aggregates was smaller but quite broad lying in 

the range of       nm to 1.5  m. Furthermore, the evolution of ionic conductivity was also 

much less pronounced (from 180 to 107  S), suggesting that the medium was mainly 

composed of PBS. This indicates that several washing steps were suitable to obtain smaller 

aggregates.  

The synthesis of isolated crystals is challenging, for instance, most of zeolite synthesis are 

performed by using an organic structure directing agent (SDA) such as tetrapropylammonium 

(TPA), driving the self-assembly of zeolite precursors. However, TPA usually leads to the 

formation of larger aggregates as discussed by Kirschhock et al.26 Also, high alkalinity favors 

the formation a large number of nuclei giving particles of smaller size, as shown for nanosized 

silicalite-127, and FAU. After 5 washing steps, the size of aggregates hereof was in the order of 

hundreds of nanometers, which was considered as satisfactory for the purpose of this study. 

Noteworthy, crystals can be sorted via centrifugation to get particles in the range of 15 – 90 

nm (Figure S2), but the number of zeolites harvested is quite limited, and it is also more 

difficult to control the weight percentage of zeolite relative to gelatin by this mean. 

 

Figure 1. a) XRD pattern of as-obtained pristine FAU crystals. b) SEM image showing FAU 

aggregates following synthesis. c) Determination of the hydrodynamic diameter of FAU crystals 

without rinsing (FAU), one rinsing step (FAU-R1), five (FAU-R5), and 10 rinsing steps (FAU-R10). 

d) Evolution of the conductivity as a function of the number of rinsing steps in PBS buffer.  



As a first attempt to produce gelatin/zeolite composites, a combinatorial screening of various 

gelatin (5, 10, 15 %) and zeolites (0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 %) concentrations was performed (Figure 2) 

in order to determine whether a given formulation would be stable at 37 °C. The relative 

amount of zeolite to polymer is an important parameter to control Young’s modulus or 

swelling properties. For example, Zhang et al.28 found that 10 % loading of FAU into hydrogel 

contributes to increase the shear modulus by 100 %, but weakens at larger concentrations. 

Moreover, the hydrophilic nature of zeolites increases the swelling ratio of alginate up to a 

certain alginate-to-zeolite ratio29. Regarding gelatin-zeolite composites, early work of Ninan 

and co-workers30 revealed that 0.5 % FAU allowed for a larger increase in Young’s Modulus, as 

well as an improved resistance against degradation into aqueous media. The authors related 

such effect to the electrostatic interactions between zeolites and gelatin. Herein, preliminary 

thermal stability tests displayed in Figure 2 indicate that none of the tested conditions were 

enough to stabilize the composites, suggesting minor interactions between zeolites and 

gelatin. This could be explained by the fact that gelatin, despite bearing some charges, is highly 

hydrated as well as zeolites, whose surface harbors silanol groups at neutral pH. Accordingly, 

highly solvated particles may not interact each other, which require another strategy to 

promote gelatin-zeolites interactions. 

 

Figure 2. Thermal stability tests of gelatin/FAU composites at 37 °C. Tubes were turned upside 

down, and conditions where gels hold at the top were considered stable. Images were taken at 

 = 0h (a), and   = 24 h (b). 

Two different strategies were undertaken to graft either amine or carboxylic groups on the 

external surface of FAU crystals. The zeolite surface was modified using organoalkoxysilanes to 

insure a covalent bonding. For this work, APTES ((3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane) was selected 

at first. Thanks to its free amine group31, it has been widely employed for the functionalization 

of mesoporous silica, but also recently to functionalize nanozeolites, to further catalyze the 

formation of pyrrol derivatives32. Furthermore, the cell-recognized RGD sequence could be 

grafted onto zeolite LTL crystals, after amination by APTES33. On the other hand, carboxy-

modified FAU was obtained by reaction of surface silanol 5-(triethoxysilyl)pentanoic acid 

(TESPA), inspired by the work of Feinle et al.34 on silica particles. Other alternatives were 

employed to graft carboxylic groups for instance using di-carboxylic acids (oxalic, or succinic 



acid)35. 

The grafting mechanism is based on the hydrolysis of the alkoxy groups (-Si-(O-Et)3) of silanes 

to produce hydrogen bond accepting sites which further enable adsorption, to be stabilized on 

the zeolite surface, due to the silanol groups predominantly present. Finally, condensation 

between hydroxylated silanes and zeolite silanols is possible, enabling organosilanes to be 

covalently grafted to zeolites36,37 (Figure 3). 

The uniformity of the grafting of trialkoxysilane depends on the proximity of the silanol groups. 

If they are close enough, a maximum of two alkoxy functions may react on the surface38. 

However, direct condensation between the alkoxysilanes rather than with the surface silanols 

is also likely. Of note, the hydrolysis step is carried out mainly at the zeolite surface, since the 

reaction was carried out in absolute ethanol, only the presence of adsorbed water molecules 

at the zeolite surface could hydrolyze alkoxysilanes39,40. 

Unlike mesoporous silica, the presence of Al in the zeolite framework may act as a spacer 

between silanol groups reducing condensation between neighboring alkoxysilanes41.  

Figure 3. Three-step reaction scheme for grafting APTES (left hand side with respect to the 

dashed line) and TESPA (right hand side with respect to the dashed line) onto zeolite surfaces. 

ATR spectra of neat zeolites (FAU) and aminated FAU (FAU-NH2) are shown in Figure 4a. FAU 

treated with APTES (i.e. FAU-NH2) exhibited distinct bands at 3720 cm-1, and 1530 cm-1 

respectively assigned to amide II and N-H bonds of primary amine42, which are absent in 

pristine FAU. Moreover, two other small bands at 2900, and 2980 cm-1 appeared which can be 

ascribed to CH2CH2CH2–NH2 groups43. This confirmed that amine groups could be grafted onto 

zeolites surfaces. Furthermore, specific surface area was calculated from N2 adsorption 

isotherms (Figure S3), displaying a marked reduction (from 679 m².g-1 to 200 m².g-1), implying 

that some pore entrance were blocked by the external surface modification. Considering the 

small pore dimensions of FAU (0.74 nm43), it is unlikely that APTES (molecule length of 0.5- 1 

nm44) could diffuse into the FAU framework, but instead, steric hindrance of organosilanes 

may repel N2 gas molecules from the inner part of zeolites.  

Since primary amines are positively charged under neutral pH, the zeta potential of FAU-NH2 

may shift from negative values owing to the presence of silanol groups (isoelectrical point 

  45) to more positive ones. Unmodified FAU exhibited a zeta potential in the range of   -30 

mV (Figure 4b), which is in the limit of the generally admitted threshold value of   30 mV 

required to stabilized colloidal suspensions46. The solutions were stable for weeks with only 

minor sedimentation. A strong shift could be observed for FAU-NH2 which harbored a zeta 

potential of 22.13 mV. This value is in the same order than was has been found by Vilaça et 

al.16 for lysine-coated LTL zeolites (+ 32 mV), and Mahmoodi and co-workers47 (+ 17.9 mV) for 

APTES treated SOD zeolite. Higher concentrations of APTES did not yield to higher surface 

charges (data not shown). 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. a) FTIR-ATR spectra of FAU and amine-grafted FAU (FAU-NH2), and b), measurement 

of zeta potential of FAU and FAU-NH2 dispersed in PBS buffer. 

Regarding carboxylated FAU (FAU-COOH), ATR spectra between FAU, and FAU-COOH were 

nearly identical (Figure 5a) excepted the appearance of a slight peak at 1563 cm-1, which can 

be attributed to the stretching of carboxylate group48. Interestingly, specific surface area was 

only slightly reduced (i.e. 648 m2.g-1) (Figure S3) compared to FAU, which could indicate that 

the grafting density is less than for FAU-NH2, although being confirmed too. Zeta potential 

shifted toward more negative values (from – 30 mV to -45 mV) (Figure 5b), which indicates at 

least a modification in surface charges. Lu et al.49 recorded a zeta potential of -25 mV following 

carboxylation, but zeolites were loaded with Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II), (Ru(bpy)3
2+), 

providing additional positive charges, and thus, increasing the zeta potential. In another study, 

carboxylation of LTL zeolites led to a surface potential of – 50 Mv50 instead of – 39 mV for neat 

zeolites. Overall, zeta potential provides a quantitative mean to confirm surface modifications 

of colloidal zeolites, but the absolute value is related to the number of external silanol groups, 

and the nature of functionalizing molecules, which can explain the observed differences with 

the literature. 



Figure 5. a) FTIR-ATR spectra of FAU and carboxylated FAU (FAU-COOH), and b), measurement 

of zeta potential of FAU and FAU-COOH dispersed in PBS buffer. 

Consequently, a quantitative probing of surface elements was performed through XPS analysis, 

for both C1s, O1s, and N1s (Figure 6). APTES treatment resulted in a marked increase of the 

peak intensity at 286 eV assigned to carbon atom (Figure 6a), for FAU-NH2 in comparison with 

pristine FAU. Moreover, nitrogen (401 eV) could only be detected in FAU-NH2 sample; neither 

for FAU, nor FAU-COOH (Figure 6b) which further confirmed the grafting of the amine. This 

trend is in good agreement with other studies with APTES-modified zeolites51, and with APTES-

modified SiO2 whose surface is enriched in silanol as for zeolites52. Grafting of carboxyl groups 

is also evidenced from Figure 6a and c, whereby the carbon signal is the strongest for FAU-

COOH which can be related to the number of carbon atoms of the aliphatic chain of TESPA (4) 

while 3 C are present on APTES (FAU-NH2). Assuming that both alkoxy groups of both APTES 

and TESPA have reacted at the same extent, the amount of carbon differs only from the 

aliphatic chain bearing the amine/carboxylic group. From Figure 6c, the peak at 530 eV results 

from an overlap from three contributions, namely, the O-T oxygen from the zeolite framework 

where T denoted either Si or Al, the C=O, and C-O53. Peaks of surface-modified zeolites are 

shifted toward smaller binding energy, the most pronounced being for FAU-COOH, which is 

attributed to an increase contribution of C=O bonds from carboxylic groups. The small shift 

visible for FAU-NH2 can be related to C-O bond, which indicates that all the three alkoxy groups 

of APTES did not bind to zeolite but only partially, leaving some free alkoxy groups. Of note, 

surface functionalization had no effect on the XRD pattern (Figure S5). 

With all these data in hand, we have tempted to estimate the grafting density or, more likely, 

the degree of external surface modification. According to literature, a density of approximately 

2 O-H / nm2 could be assessed for Y zeolite by Kawai et al.54 whereas slightly less than 1 O-H / 

nm2 could be estimated for bare silica55 herein, the external surface area determined by BET 

analysis for pristine FAU, was 232 m² / g. As 0.2 g of zeolite was typically used to produce a 

composite, a surface of 4.6.1019 nm² is available, thus leading to 1.1.1020 surface silanol groups 

(0.17 mmol). If we assume a complete grafting of either APTES or TESPA, as both may react 

with 3 ethoxy groups (Figure 3), a coverage of 59  mol of APTES/TESPA for 0.2 g of zeolite 

could be expected (in an ideal case). 

After integration of the curves corresponding to the C1s signal in Figure 6, a ratio between 

C1sNH2-FAU and C1sCOOH-FAU of about 0.6 is obtained. According to their chemical structure, TESPA 

has 4 carbon atoms whilst only 3 are present in APTES, thus, at equivalent grafting density, one 

would expect a ratio of 0.75. Regarding the textural properties, the dramatic loss in the specific 

surface area in NH2-FAU sample compared with COOH-FAU (Figure S3), one can reasonably 



suggest a more efficient grafting density for COOH-FAU sample. In addition, its textural 

properties remained the same after the external surface functionalization step, with the same 

micropore volume and specific areas values than pristine FAU zeolite, thus being encouraging 

for further biological applications. In stark contrast, the micropore volume almost completely 

vanished for NH2-FAU, indicating pore blocking, probably due to a non-homogeneous grafting 

process of APTES. Furthermore, these large differences in textural properties can result from a 

different grafting mechanism. 

 

 

Figure 6. XPS spectra of both FAU, FAU-NH2, and FAU-COOH depicting the carbon 1s (a), 

nitrogen 1s (b), and oxygen 1s (c) respectively. 

3.2. Efficiency of composites 

The thermomechanical properties of composites are tightly related to the interactions 

between particles, and the polymer/protein chains7. Therefore, functionalized and neat 

zeolites were mixed with gelatin solutions at different percentages (i.e. 5 and 15 %) to 

investigate any improvement of the thermal properties of the gels. After a given period in an 

oven heated up at 37 °C, tubes containing the composites were turned upside down, flowing 

samples were considered as unstable (Figure 7). One can observe that none of the tested 

conditions were stable more than 30 minutes at 37 °C. The most stable samples corresponding 

to either FAU-COOH and FAU-NH2 at 15 %, combined with gelatin at 15 %. Neat FAU was 

stable only for 20 min. Hence, surface functionalization of zeolites was inefficient to form 

stable composite under physiological conditions. It was previously found that 

thermomechanical properties of composites strongly depend on the aspect ratio of the 

particles, their dispersion state, and their strength of interaction with the polymer56). 



Figure 7. Summay of stability tests of composites at 37 °C determine by the upside-down 

method of the tubes. Green grids refer to stable conditions, and red grids to unstable ones. 

Samples were named using the following nomenclature GX/FAU-YYYY-Z, where X corresponds 

to the gelatin concentration (wt.%), Y letters indicate the type of surface groups (COOH or 

NH2), and Z stands for the zeolite concentration (wt.%). All samples were prepared in PBS as 

the solvent. 

If aspect ratio of zeolites can be controlled from the synthesis route57 this effect is hindered by 

the large crystal aggregates (Figure 1a).  Moreover, electrostatic interactions resulting from 

surface functionalization were not found to be strong enough to reinforce gelatin/zeolite 

composites. To our best knowledge, no stable composite based on zeolite and gelatin at 37 °C 

has been reported yet, or only by the aid of additional crosslinking58,30. 

The coupling of N,N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethyl-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) with 

sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) is a broadly used method to crosslink proteins intended to 

biological applications59. The classical reaction path involves the activation of carboxylic groups 

by carbodiimide, which can further react with primary amines located on the gelatin chains. 

Hence, FAU-COOH are appealing for direct bridging with gelatin. On the other hand, FAU 

crystals alone are not expected to be sensitive to this coupling, but will rather be encapsulated 

within the gelatin matrix after crosslinking. As gelatin harbors both free carboxylic acid groups 

(aspartic and glutamic acids), and primary amines (lysine, and hydroxylysine)60, gelatin alone 

could be crosslinked via EDC/NHS. Hence one can expect a direct binding of FAU-COOH with 

gelatin upon EDC/NHS treatment, along with some gelatin-gelatin linkages, and FAU to be only 

embedded into crosslinked gelatin. Lastly, FAU-NH2 could be linked to gelatin after activation 

of carboxylic acids residues on gelatin, whose amount is relatively large in comparison with the 

other amino acids of type A gelatin61. 

FTIR spectra of composites with gelatin alone, or with FAU, NH2-FAU, and COOH-FAU are 

shown in Figure 8. The amine bond resulting from EDC/NHS treatment appeared at 1170 cm-1 

in all the crosslinked samples62, confirming that the reaction occurred.  The footprint of zeolite 

crystals can be seen in the 980 cm-1 region attributed to the Si-O-Si vibration, which is absent 

on samples containing gelatin solely.  

 

 

 



 

The effect of EDC/NHS treatment was evaluated by thermal treatment at 37 °C in an oven 

(Figure 9a), spanning several gelatin (5 and 15 %) and zeolite (5 and 15 %) concentrations in a 

combinatorial manner. All samples were stable for 24 h as a result of the chemical crosslinking. 

The thermal behavior was investigated further through DSC analysis (Figure 9b-d). Gelatin 

hydrogels alone, or loaded with zeolites without EDC/NHS displayed an endothermal peak at 

38,25 °C for pristine gelatin, 37,76 °C for FAU-COOH, 38,89 °C for FAU-NH2, and 38,87 °C for 

FAU suggesting negligible changes in the gel-sol transition of the composites, even in presence 

of zeolites, without additional crosslinks. Any displacement of the endothermic peak, or of its 

integrated area, is interpreted as the evolution of the stability of the triple helix, which 

depends on gelatin concentration, or on the length of the helixes63. As gelatin concentration 

remained constant, and crystal sizes (Figure 1c) are too large to be intercalated in the helixes, 

no particular evolution was expected at a first glance. Another cause widely related to shifting 

of this peak can results from the interaction between the dispersed particles, and the gelatin 

chains, which was not observed neither.  This agrees with the stability tests in Figure 7, and 

follows the same trend as previous work by Fernandes et al.64 for gelatin-sepiolite composites. 

In another study65, gelatin composite was prepared with magnetite nanoparticles, leading to a 

6 °C increase of melting temperature of gelatin, attributed to an increase in crosslink density 

by the nanoparticles. The thermal stability of composites is therefore related to various 

parameters including surface chemistry of the fillers, the aspect ratio55, or the relative amount 

of particles with respect to polymer. In the present work, thermal properties were recorded 

for composites with 15 % gelatin, and 15 % zeolites while previous tests at lower particle 

concentrations did not induce significant change of the DSC thermogram (data not shown). 

After treatment with EDC/NHS, the characteristic peak related to gel-sol transition vanished 

for all samples. Since the transition is related to the reversible helix-to-coil transition of gelatin 

stabilized by physical bonds, the chemical crosslinking has immobilized the triple helix, and 

therefore, increased the thermal stability of this composite. 



Figure 8. FTIR-ATR spectra showing the effect of EDC/NHS treatment on composites prepared 

with gelatin only, or by mixing gelatin with either FAU, NH2-FAU, or COOH-FAU. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Stability tests at 37 °C performed via the upside-down method, directly after having 

obtained the composites (  = 0h), and after 24 h. All conditions were crosslinked using 

EDC/NHS. Samples were named using the following nomenclature GX/FAU-YYYY-Z, where X 

corresponds to the gelatin concentration (wt.%), Y letters indicate the type of surface groups 

(COOH or NH2), and Z stands for the zeolite concentration (wt.%). All samples were prepared in 

PBS as the solvent. DSC curves obtained with gelatin concentration of 15 wt.%, and for 15 wt.% 

of the given zeolites. b) is refers to neat gelatin, c) gelatin + FAU, d) gelatin + FAU-COOH, and 



e), gelatin + FAU-NH2. Black curve represents the conditions without EDC/NHS, and red curves 

the same condition, with EDC/NHS treatment. 

3.3. Biological properties of composites 

The resulting composites were intended to form supports for soft tissue engineering 

applications, such as chronic wounds. Only the composite treated by EDC/NHS were chosen, 

and viability of macrophage-derived THP-1 cells was evaluated as a relevant cell source to 

estimate the biocompatibility of the composites. Since macrophages are among the first cell 

source arriving at the tissue/implant interface, their function reflects the inflammatory state 

induced by the composites, and determine the long-term outcomes66. Considering the surface 

functionalization, and crosslinking steps involved in the formulation of the composites, leakage 

of cytotoxic compounds should be detected. No toxicity associated to gelatin was expected in 

line with our previous study5. As depicted on Figure 10, cell viability was followed for 6 days, 

and all the zeolite-loaded composites (FAU, FAU-NH2, and FAU-COOH) were biocompatible, 

showing no reduced viability with respect to control over the whole period, displaying 

between 70-80 % viability for all conditions. Early work by Dahm et al.17 already showed that Y-

zeolites (i.e. faujasite) did not induce cytotoxic effect on THP-1 cells. The presence of 

aluminum in the framework could increase the mitochondrial activity of THP-1 cells due to 

enzymatic processes, to Aluminum released from dealuminated zeolites was shown to 

increase the mitochondrial activity of THP-1 cells67 with time due to enzymatic processes. As 

shown in Figure 10, the mitochondrial activity of THP-1 cells remained fairly constant over the 

6 days of the experiment, which corroborates that no harmful compounds were released. 

Moreover, the surface of zeolites is known to promote protein adsorption including albumin, 

fibrinogen, or apolipoprotein68, which subsequently mediate cell adhesion, and may contribute 

to improve to biocompatibility of zeolites. In this work, as zeolites are embedded into gelatin, 

direct cell-zeolite contacts may be limited, and adsorbed proteins may even mitigate any 

harmful effect. In addition, Surmaitis et al.69 demonstrated that mitochondrial activity of cells 

is increased on poorly adhesive substrates up to three days after seeding, due to excessive 

secretion of extracellular matrix. This further support the fact that the composites hereof do 

not impair cell functions. 

Figure 10. Evaluation of THP-1 cell viability at different time points using Alamar blue® kit. 

Control condition is related to cell cultured in classical RPMI medium. Results are expressed as 

mean   SD, n= 3. 



Conclusion 

FAU zeolite nanocrystals were successfully synthesized, and formed submicrometric colloids 

which were stable in PBS. In order to yield stable gelatin/zeolite composites, the surface of the 

resulting crystals was subsequently modified using APTES to graft amine groups, and TESPA to 

graft carboxylic groups. The latter functionalization approach was not reported yet. Both 

surfaces treatments were then used for covalently bind gelatin chains to zeolites using 

EDC/NHS coupling, yielding to stable composites. Lastly, the biocompatibility of the gels was 

tested by seeding macrophage-derived THP-1 cells, showing no adverse effect. An ongoing 

study is dedicated to probe the mechanical properties of these composites, and to deeper 

investigation of the inflammatory profile of THP-1 cells.  
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